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Abstract  

When dealing with inductively defined systems, correctness proofs of different spec- 
ifications of the same system cannot be accomodated in a framework based on finite 
state automata. Instead, these systems can be naturally analysed and verified by 
manipulating the process algebra specifications by means of equational reasoning. 
In this paper, we describe an attempt to mechanize a proof by mathematical in- 
duction of the correctness of a simple buffer. To achieve this goal, we use the 
interactive theorem prover ~OL to support the theory of observational congruence 
for cos, and provide a set of axiomatic proof tools which can be used interactively. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In the past few years, several verification tools based on process algebras have been pro- 
posed for proving properties of concurrent systems [15]. Most of them resort to a finite 
state automata representation of specifications, which is used to verify equivalences of 
specifications and to show that  a specification satisfies a logical (modal) property by 
means of some reasonably efficient automatic algorithms. This completely automatic ap- 
proach has, however, a few problems (e.g. state explosion) and some limitations (e.g. it 
can deal with only finite state specifications). In such a fi'aznework, there is no easy way 
to accommodate the verification of processes with infinite states or, more generally, to 
perform incremental or interactive proofs, even though the theory behind the process 
algebras supports such reasoning. Moreover, even when dealing with (finite state) pa- 
rameterized systems, the specifications cannot be verified by using finite state machines. 
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In [3, 6] a verification environment which relies on the algebraic nature of the concur- 
rent specification language cos  [13], is described and fully motivated. Such an environ- 
ment provides the user with facilities to control the analysis and verification phases and 
to perform proofs automatically. It also allows interactive control when automation is 
not desirable and permits the user to define sound verification strategies, thus allowing 
for a better understanding of both the specifications and the correctness criteria one is 
attempting to verify. This verification environment for ccs  is based on the interactive 
theorem prover ItOL [7]. The formal theory for a specific semantics of ccs ,  namely obser- 
vational congruence, is represented in the logic, and the resulting representation is the 
basis for higher level verification strategies by mechanized formal proof. 

In this paper, we address a particular kind of reasoning, namely proofs by induc- 
tion. We consider concurrent systems with inductive structure and show how a proof of 
correctness by mathematical induction can be mechanized in ItOL. The mechanization 
exploits the rich set of proof tactics available in the HOL system and the facility for defin- 
ing new tactics from the built-in ones. It also takes advantage of the subgoal package for 
backward proofs, thus resulting in quite natural and simple proofs. 

In what follows, we first give a brief description of the HOL system. We then introduce 
the subset of cos under consideration and show how the syntactic definitions and the 
axioms for the observational semantics can be formalized in HOI,. Next, we illustrate how 
reasoning by induction can be done in the resulting framework, by proving the correctness 
of an implementation of a simple buffer. Finally, we discuss related work and possible 
extensions to the described approach. 

2 The  HOL S y s t e m  

Higher order logic is a good formalism for mechanizing other mathematical languages 
because it is both powerful and general enough to allow sound and practical formulations. 
It has been used to mechanize several logics [8] and process algebras, e.g. csP [1, 2] and 
ccs  [3]. The theorem prover used in these mechanizations is the HOL system [7], developed 
by Gordon, which is based directly on the LCF theorem prover [14]. 

The HOL logic is a variety of higher order logic based on Church's formulation of 
type theory [7]. In the HOL logic, the standard predicate calculus is extended by allowing 
variables to range over functions, the arguments of functions can themselves be functions, 
functions can be written as A-abstractions and terms can be polymorphic. 

The HOg logic is mechanized using the programming language ML [5], which is used to 
manipulate HOL logic terms and, in particular, to prove that certain terms aa'e theorems. 
Theorems proved in the system are distinguished from ordinary terms by being assigned 
a built-in ML type tim. '1"o introduce values of type tim, they must either be postulated 
as axioms or deduced from existing theorems by ML programs called inference rules. 

Certain kinds of axioms are classed as definitions. These are axioms of the form 
~- c = t where c is a constant not previously defined and t is a term containing no free 
variables. Definitions form a conservative extension to the logic, i.e. a sound extension. 

A collection of logical types, type operators, constants, definitions, axioms and the- 
orems is called a theory. To make a definition, prove a theorem, or declare a new HOg 
type, one must first enter a theory and, if facts from other theories are to be used, the 
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relevant existing theories must be declared as parents. Theories, therefore, enable a hi- 
erarchical organization of facts. A library of theories is available in the ItOL system to 
enable the reuse of established and commonly used theorems. The availability of such a 
library greatly aids the task of mechanization and reasoning. 

To prove a theorem in a theory, one must apply a sequence of steps to either axioms 
or previously proved theorems by using inference rules (forward proof). The core of the 
tlOL system is made up of a small set of primitive inference rules and a small number of 
definitions and axioms from which all the standard rules of'logic are derived. 

The ItOL system supports another way of carrying out a proof called goal directed 
proof or backward proof. The idea is to start from the desired result (goal) and manipulate 
it until it is reduced to a subgoal which is obviously true. ML functions that  reduce goals 
to subgoals are called tactics and were developed by Milner [14]. 

As regards goal directed proofs, the ItOL system provides a subgoal package due to 
Paulson [14], which implements a simple framework for interactive proofs. A goal can 
be set by invoking the function g, which initializes the subgoal package with a new goal. 
The current goal can be expanded using the function e which applies a tactic to the top 
goal on the stack and pushes the resulting subgoals onto the goal stack. When a tactic 
solves a subgoal (i.e. returns an empty subgoal list), the package computes a part of the 
proof and presents the user with the next subgoal. When a theorem is proved, it can be 
stored in the current theory using several functions. Among the others, ThC_PIt00F takes 
a goal and a tactic, and applies the tactic to the goal in an attempt to prove it. 

The ttOL system also provides functions called conversions [14] that map terms t to 
theorems expressing the equality of that term with some other term, I- t = u. Var- 
ious built-in conversions and operators for constructing conversions from smaller ones, 
and several tactics and operators for constructing tactics from smaller ones and from 
conversions, played a fundamental role in our mechanization of proof strategies for ccs .  
Examples of the use of some of these conversions and tactics are given in later sections. 

3 C C S  i n  H O L  

In this section, familiarity with some of the concepts behind ccs  is assumed, so only 
essential information is presented. We consider pure cos,  a subset of the language which 
does not involve value passing and consists of the inactive process nil, and the following op- 
erations on processes: prefix (.), summation (+), parallel composition (l), restriction (\),  
relabelling ([]) and recursion (rec). The syntax of pure ccs  is given below: 

E ::: nitl I E + E  I EIE I E \ l l  E[f] I X  I recX. Z 

where X ranges over process variables, l ranges over visible actions, called labels, u ranges 
over actions which are either labels or the invisible action r ,  and f ranges over relabelling 
functions on labels. Labels consist of names and co-names where, for any name a, the 
corresponding co-name is written ~. The complement operation has the property that  
7 = l, and relabelling co-names has the property that f(1) = f(1). 

The formal interpretation of the above operators is given via an operational seman- 
tics [13]. In addition, in the literature several behavioural semantics have been defined, 
and then characterized in terms of axiomatizations which have been proved sound and 
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complete for subsets of ccs .  The axioms concerning the internal action T, referred to 
as "r-laws, distinguish the various equivalences. In this paper, we address the theory of 
observational congruence and refer to [13] for the axioms concerning this theory. 

Finally, we recall a result which will be used in the correctness proof (Section 4.1). Let 
E { F / X }  denote the substitution of F for all free occurrences of X in E. When dealing 
with recursive equations, two processes P and Q which are observational congruent to 
the expressions E { P / X }  and E { Q / X }  respectively, denote the (unique) solution of the 
recursive equation X = E,  if X is sequential and guarded in the expression E [13]. 

3.1 M e c h a n i z a t i o n  of  CCS 

In this section, we recall briefly some aspects about the formalization of pure ccs in HOL; 
the reader should refer to [3] for more details about the mechanization of the axioms. 

The cos syntax presented earlier can be mechanized by defining in HOL a concrete 
data type (~S in terms of all its possible constructors. This is done by using a built-in 
facility for automatically defining concrete recursive data types from a specification of 
their syntax [11]. The type definition for CCS can be done as follows: 

CCS =nill 
var string I 
prefix action CCS I 
sum CCS CCS [ 
restr CCS label I 
relab G-US relabelling I 
par CCS CCS I 
rec string CCS 

where nil, var, prefix, sum, restr, relab, par and rec are dist inct constructors, label and 
action are syntactic types defined as follows: 

label = const string I compl label action = tau [ label label 

and relabelling is an abbreviation for the function type label~label. 
To avoid using a verbose prefix notation, the parsing and pretty-printing facilitie8 in 

ttOL are extended to accept input, and print output,  almost identical to that  usually as- 
sociated with ccs .  1 Since the above prefix constructors are therefore only used internally 
by the system, we re-adopt the standard cc s  syntax for the rest of the paper. 

The next steps in the formalization should be to mechanize the operational seman- 
tics of the c c s  operators, define the notion of observational congruence, and derive its 
axiomatization. As stated in [3], some work has already shown that  it is feasible to 
mechanize process algebra semantics in ItOL and to mechanically prove their axiomatiza- 
tion [1, 2, 12]. In the present work, we are interested in practical reasoning tools at the 
axiomatic level. Thus, we directly assert the axioms for observational congruence in the 
ItOL logic. We intend to mechanize the operational semantics and to derive the axioms 
later on, to remove the inconsistency of asserting axioms on a free type such as CCS and 
to ensure that our mechanization of the ccs  theory is sound. 

tModulo ascii syntax, e.g. ~ is written -a ,  and r is written tau. 
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Having defined the appropriate types and syntactic constructors in the ItOL logic, it 
is straightforward to assert most of the axioms. Due to lack of space, we present only 
some of them below, namely associativity for summation, distributivity of relabelling 
with respect to summation and the law for the restriction of a prefix process [13, 3]: 

~- V P Q R : C C S .  P + ( Q + R ) = ( P + Q ) + R  
F V (P Q: CCS) ( f :  relabelling). (P + Q) [f] = P [f] + Q [f] 
1- V(P :  CCS) (l: label). 

(r.P) \ l = T.(P \ l) A 
Vll: label. (ll.P) \ l = ((ll = l) V (lx = 2)) =~, nil I ll .(P \ l) 

The above formalization demonstrates the suitability of HOL for supporting embedded 
notations, the axioms being very similar to their conventional presentation. On the other 
hand, more work than is originally expected can be involved when mechanizing some 
definitions or axioms, e.g. the expansion law for parallel composition and the unfolding 
law for recursive expressions [3], because axioms written by hand are often packed with 
notation which itself needs to be formalized. 

4 Verif icat ion of a Simple  Buffer by Induct ion  

Below we illustrate how the formalization of cos described in the preceding section is 
used to reason about ccs  specifications by presenting transcripts of a tIOL session. In 
particular, we consider inductive reasoning and apply mathematical induction to prove 
the correctness of an implementation of a simple buffer [13]. 

The behaviour Buffer. of a buffer of capacity n can be simply specified as follows: 

Buffer.(O) - in.  Buffer.(i) 
Buffer,~(k) = in. Buffer,~(k + 1) + o-~. Buffer,,(k - 1) (0 < k < n) 
Suffern(n) = out. Buf fern(n-1)  

Such a specification is parameterized on the capacity n of the buffer and the number k 
of the values presently stored in the buffer. An implementation of the buffer can be built 
by composing in parallel n copies of a buffer cell 

=_ rec X. in . "o~. X 

and hiding the internally synchronizing actions in and out by using a new action mid, 
thus obtaining the chain Impl(n) given by: 

Impl(1) =- C 
Impl(n + l) - C~Impl(n)  

where, given two arbitrary processes P and Q, ~ is a linking operator defined as follows: 

P ~ Q  - (P [mid/out] l O [mid/in]) \ mid 

To show that  Impl(n) is a correct implementation of the buffer Buffern, we shall prove 
that  for all n > 1 

Impl(n)  = Bug~r~(0) 

where -=- stands for the observational congruence. The proof is by induction on n, and in 
the proof of the inductive step, a lemma is needed which is itself proved by induction. 
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4 .1  M e c h a n i z i n g  t h e  p r o o f  i n  H O L  

One interacts with the HOL system via ML. The ML prompt is #, so lines beginning with # 
show the user's input (always terminated by two successive semi-colons), and other lines 
show the system's response. Terms in the tIOL logic a~'e distinguished from ML expressions 
by enclosing them in double quotes. To help readability, the HOL transcripts are edited 
to show proper logical symbols instead of their ascii representations. 

After having entered a theory in which we reason about the buffer, and declared the 
mechanized theory for cos described earlier as a parent of this theory, we define the 
behaviour of a buffer cell and the linking operator. Throughout the proof, a buffer cell 
will be considered in its two possible states: as an empty cell C and as a full cell C'. 

#new_definition ('C', "C = rec X. 'in~.-'out~.X");; 

C = rec X. 'in~.-~out~.X 

#new_definition ('C", "C' = rec X. -~out~.'in~.X");; 

C l = rec X. -'ou~'.'in~.X 

#new_infix_definition 

('Link', "V P 0:CCS. P Link Q = (P[~mid~/~out '] I Q['mid~/'in'])\~mid'");; 
vP Q. 
P Link q = (P[emid'/*out ~] I Q[~mid~/Sin~])\'midt 

The specification of the buffer is not primitive recursive, but it can be defined by 
invoking the ML function new_constant to introduce a function BUFF_SPEC and then by 
using the ML function new_axiota to assert the properties of such a BUFF_SPEC. 

#new_constant (tBUFF_SPEC ' , ":num --+num --+ CCS") ; ; 

() : void 

#new_axiom ( 'BUFF_SPEC', 

" ( ( 0  < n )  =:~ 
(BUFF_SPEC n 0 = 'in'.(BUFF_SPEC n 1)) A 

((0 < k) A (k < n) 
(BUFF_SPEC n k = 

~in ~ .(BUFF_SPEC n (SUCk)) + -'out ~.(BUFF_SPEC n (PRE k)))) A 

(BUFF_SPEC n n = -'out ~ . (BUFF_SPEC n (PKE n))))") ; ; 
FVnk. 

0<n~ 

(BUFF_SPEC n 0 = ~in'.(BUFF_SPEC n i)) A 

( 0 < k A k < n ~  

(BUFF_SPEC n k = 

'in ~ . (BUFF_SPEC n(SUC k)) + -~out ~ . (BUFF_SPEC n(PRE k)))) A 

(BUFF_SPEC n n = -'out'. (BUFF_SPEC n(PRE n))) 

The implementation of the buffer is a primitive recursive definition starting from 1, 
thus we want to apply induction starting with 1. Since recursion and induction are defined 
on natural numbers in rmL, we must derive a recursive definition starting with i from that 
starting with O. We first prove the existence of a recursive implementation I~LO starting 
with O, and then prove that there exists a function fn satisfying the recursive definition 
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starting with 1. Finally, we give a name to fn by involdng the function new_specif icat ion 
which allows the new constant BUFF._IMPL to be introduced in a consistent way. 

#new_prim_rec_defini t ion 
('IMPLO', "(IMPLO 0 = C) A (IMPLO (SUC n) = (C Link (IMPLO n)))");; 

F (IMPLO O = C) A (Vn. IMPLO(SUC n) = C Link (IMPLO n)) 

#lot IMPLI = TAC_PR00F 
(([], "Bfn :num --~ CCS. 

(fn 1 = C) h 
(Vn. fn (SUC(SUC n)) = C Link (fn (SUCn) ) ) " ) ,  

STKIP_ASSUME_TAC IMPLO THEN 
EXISTS_TAC "An. IMPLO (PREn):CCS" THEN 
CONV_TAC (0NCE_DEPTH_CONV BETA_C0NV) THEN 
ASM_HEWRITE_TAC [PRE]);; 

IHPLI = 
Bfn. (fn I = C) A (Vn. fn(SUC(SUC n)) = C Link (fn(SUC n))) 

#new_specification 'BUFF_IMPL' [('constant','BUFF_IMPL')] IMPL1;; 
F (BUFF_IMPL 1 = C) A 

(Vn. BUFF_IMPL(SUC(SUC n)) = C Link (BUFF_IMPL(SUC n))) 

To prove that  the implementation meets the specification, we apply several tax;tics. 
Some of them are built-in and some have been implemented in the system specially for 
manipulating c os  specifications. The built-in tactic INDUCT_TAC applies induction on 
natural numbers and the induction assumption is indicated with set brackets. 

#g "Vn. BUFF_IMPL(SUC n) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC n)O";; 
"Vn. BUFF_IMPL(SUC n) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC n)O" 

() : void 

#e (INDUCT_TAC) ; ; 
0E.. 
2 subgoals 
"BUFF_IMPL(SUC(SUC n)) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC(SUC n))O" 

[ "BUFF_IMPL(SUC n) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC n)O" ] 

"BUFF_IMPL 1 = BUFF_SPEC i 0" 

() : void 

To prove the basis subgoal, we expand with the definition of BUFF..IMPL and of C. Next, 
the resulting recursive expression is unfolded once, by means of the tactic REC_EXP_TAC 
derived from the unfolding law for recursion, and then the current goal is folded back by 
using the definition of C and the first clause of the definition of BUFF_IMPL. 

#e (ONCE_REWRITE.TAC [BUFF_IMPL] THEN ONCE.REWRITE_TAC [C] THEN HEC_EXP_TAC 
THEN ONCE_REWRITE_TAC [SYM C] THEN SUBSTI_TAC (SYM IMPL_CLAUSE1));; 

OK.. 
"'in' .-'out'.(BUFF_IMPL i) = BUFF_SPEC 1 O" 

() : void 
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Now we manipulate the specification of the buffer by expanding twice with the definition 
of BUFF_SPEC, each time selecting the right definition clause based on the value of k. 

#e (ONCE_REWRITE_TAC [CONJUNCT1SPEC_SUCO_SUCO] THEN 
ONCE_REWRITE_TAC [CONJUNCT2 SPEC_SUCO_SUCO]);; 

OK.. 

"'in'.-'out'.(BUFF_IMPL I) = 'in'.-'out'.(BUFF_SPEC 1 0)" 

() : void 

The next step is to check ifBUFF_IMPL 1 and BUFF_SPEC 1 0 denote the (unique) solution of 
the same recursive equation. This can be achieved by applying the tactic UNIqUE_S0L_TAC 
that mechanizes the proof rule for the unique solution of recursive equations (Section 3). 

#e (UNIQUE_SOL_TAC "BUFF_IMPL 1 :CCS" "'in'.-'out'.(BUFF_IMPL 1)" 
"BUFF_SPEC 1 0 :CCS" "'in'.-'out'.(BUFF_SPEC I 0)");; 

OK.. 
goal proved 
F 'in'.-'out'.(BUFF_IMPL I) = 'in'.-'out*.(BUFF_SPEC 1 O) 

'in'.-'out'.(BUFF_IMPL I) = BUFF_SPEC I 0 
BUFF_IMPL 1 = BUFF_SPEC I 0 

Previous subproof: 
"BUFF_IMPL(SUC(SUC n)) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC(SUC n))O" 

[ "BUFF_IMPL(SUC n) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC n)O" ] 

() : v o i d  

Once the basis subgoal has been proved, the HOL system presents us with the induction 
step subgoal. Note that, since we started the proof by induction from 1, the inductive 
hypothesis holds for n + 1 and we prove the induction step for n + 2. We expand with 
the definition of BUFF_I~L and of the linking operator, and we then apply the inductive 
hypothesis by rewriting with the equation in the assumption list of the goal. 

#e (ONCE_REWRITE_TAC [BUFF_IMPL] THEN ONCE_REWRITE_TAC [Link] THEN 
ONCE_ASM_REWRITE_TAC [] ) ; ; 

OK.. 

"((C[~mid~/'out']) I ((BUFF_SPEC(SUC n)O)['mid~/,in,]))\,mid , = 
BUFF_SPEC (SUC (SUC n) ) 0" 

[ "BUFF_IMPL(SUC n) = BUFF_SPEC(SUC n)O" ] 

() : void 

At this point, the goal will be proved if we show that the two sides of the above equivalence 
denote the (unique) solution of the same recursive expression. This means that we have 
to prove that the defining equations of Buffer,,+2 are satisfied when replacing 

Suffer,,+2(k ) by C~Buffer,,+z(k ) (0 < k < n + 1) 
Buffer,+2(n + 2) by C'ABuffer,+l(n + 1) (k = n + 2) 
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By case analysis on k, this requires one to prove the following observational congruences: 

C~ Buffer,,+ I (0) = in.  (C A Buffer,~+l(1)) 
C~BuO~r -- in.  (C-Buf fer ,+, (k  + 1)) (0 < k < n + 1) 

"t- out. (C~Su~ern+l(k - 1)) 
C-BuOrer,,+l(n n u 1) : in.  (C'~BuZcrn+l(n -t- 1)) (k -- n + 1) 

Jr out. (C~Buffern+l(n)) 
C'~Buffer,~+z(n + 1) = ou---t. (C~Buffer,+l(n § 1)) 

These congruences can be proved by rewriting each left-hand side with the definitions 
of the processes occurring in it and applying the axioms for relabelling, restriction and 
paxallel composition operators, until a suitable form is reached and the key lemma of the 
whole proof can be applied. This lemma is the following: 

C'^B. i l er . (k )  = r .  (C^Bul er.(k + 1)) (0 < k < n) 

The specification Buffer,(k) can be expressed as the linking of k full buffer cells C' and 
(n - k) empty cells c. When an empty cell inputs a value and becomes a full cell, then 
its value can percolate to the right by a sequence of internal actions, thus obtaining 
Buffer , (k  + 1). 

The above lemma is proved by induction on k, by applying the usual rewriting strat- 
egy. Below, we present the mechanization of this proof. To help readability, the ML code 
for the tactic that  proves the lemma has been replaced by an informal English description. 

#let LEMMA = 

TAC_PROOF 

( ( [ ] ,  "Vk n :num. 
((0 < n) A (k < n)) 

(C' Link (BUFF_SPEC n k) = tau.(C Link (BUFF_SPEC n (SUCk)) ) )" ) ,  
Rewrite using the definition of the linking operator 
THEN Apply mathematical induction on the variable k 
THENL [Strip off the universally quantified variable n and 

move the antecedent of implication to assumption list 
THEN Use the theorem FULL_T0_EMPTY_CELL 
THEN Rewrite using the definition of BUFF_SPEC 
THEN Apply axioms for relabelling, parallel and restriction; 
Strip off the universally quantified variable n and move 
conjuncts of antecedent of implication to assumption list 
THEN Use the theorem FULL_T0_EMPTY_CELL 
THEN Rewrite using the definition of BUFF_SPEC 
THEN Apply axioms for relabelling, parallel and restriction 
THEN Use the theorem TRANSF_FULL_CELL 
THEN Apply the inductive hypothesis 
THEN Apply the r-law ~.r.E = ~.E 
THEN Use the theorem EXP_ABS_THM 
THEN Apply TAU_STRAT] ) ; ; 

LEMMA = 
~" Vk n. 

O < n A k < n ~  
(C' Link (BUFF_SPEC n k) = tau.  (C Link (BUFF_SPEC n(SUC k)) ) )  
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In this proof, various tactics and theorems, e.g. FULL_T0..EMPTY_CELL, TRANSF..FULL_CELL and 
EXP.~BS_Tltl~, are used which we have previously defined and proved in HOL, to manipulate 
subexpressions of the goal and make the application of some axioms concerning the action 
r possible. Moreover, we use the rewriting strategy TAU_STI~T which implements a term 
rewriting system equivalent to the axiomatization of observational congruence for finite 
cos,  [9], and which has been mechanized in HOL, [3]. In the proof of the lemma, this 
strategy applies the derived r-law, E + r .  (F  + E) = r .  (F  + E). 

The above congruences can now be proved, but we do not present the proofs here. 
Actually, only the second congruence needs the application of the lemma; the remaining 
ones may also be proved by the usual rewriting strategy. 

5 Conclusion 

We have presented an attempt to use a verification environment based on the HOL the- 
orem prover for reasoning about cos  specifications. In particular, we have considered 
inductively defined systems, and we have described how a higher level verification proof, 
such as a proof by induction, can be mechanized in such an environment. 

We believe that this attempt demonstrates evidence that mathematical proof tech- 
niques - based on the axiomatic representation of process algebras - provide a promising 
approach to the mechanical verification of concurrent systems. Works on a similar ap- 
proach include an investigation into mechanizing ccs  using NUPRL [4], a formalization 
of CSP failure-divergence semantics in HOL [2], an ongoing mechanization of Milner's ~r- 
calculus in HOL [12], and the development of a process algebra manipulator [10]. With 
respect to these works, we are more interested in the formalization of higher level verifica- 
tion strategies in a theorem proving framework, where mathematical proof techniques are 
naturally available a~d the facility for defining user's verification strategies is provided. 

In this paper, we have focussed attention on a subset of ccs,  on the theory of ob- 
servational congruence, and on the facility that HOL provides for performing proofs by 
induction, thus making it possible ~o reason about parameterized or indexed specifi- 
cations. It is also possible, due to the facilities for modularity in HOL, to mechanize 
different process algebras, various behavioural semantics for the same process algebra, 
and to derive axiomatizations and proof tools for them. 

Current work concerns the mechanization of the operational semantics of ccs ,  the 
definition of observational congruence, and the mechanical derivation of its axiomatiza- 
tion. Future work will mainly be devoted to extend the functionality of the HOL-CCS 
environment, e.g. enriching the language under consideration by incorporating data with 
processes (value passing). 
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